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First Place Fiction

Jenny
Blue

Bitner

Room

I met him at work that summer. I was a waitress and he washed
dishes. The only way that I got to know him was that he always called
me byname. For three weeks he said "Hi Lou," and I never remembered
his name; I felt bad for not remembering, but I still liked it when he said
mine. Then one day after work I was on my way out to my car. He saw
me leaving and called over to ask if I wanted to ride to the liquor store
with him to buy a quart of beer. He always bought beer for Gene, a dishwasher who got out of prison for a few hours each day to work there.
I guess he couldn't get beer in jail.
His car was huge and dark green. The door on the right side
wouldn't open, so I had to get in on his side and slide over. There was
a Super Pickle doll hanging over the dash board and I sat on a small
figure that turned out to be the saint of travelers. He laughed when
I asked him about it and threw it in the back seat. I liked his laugh--it
wasn't nervous or overdone. In the car we talked about work, my high
school and California, where he had lived for a while. He told me he
was in the Air force for five years and I thought vaguely of large
planes and blue uniforms. I liked talking to him. He didn't talk to me
like I was younger. He made me feel dangerous. It wasn't like he
really cared about me, and I didn't really seem to care that much about
him, but he asked me out and I went.
On out first date he took me to Buffalo State Park. We laid on a
towel in the sun for a long time talking. He talked mostly--1 didn't
·have muchtosay.Duringthedays he worked fixing airplanes. He told
me about it, and about the other men that worked there. He seemed
to be drawn to crazy people. He told me lots of stories about crazy old
men or women that he had known. Everyone he ever told me about
seemed to live in a world: the woman who lived next door to him slept
naked with her cats and would always answer the door naked.
I kept my shorts on for a longtime because I didn't want him to see
me in my bathing suit. Dark kinky hairs were sticking out the bottom;
my sister Marie always told me to shave there, but it seemed a weird
thing to do. Finally he said "Aren't you going to take your shorts off?"
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so I did, and we went into the water. The water was really warm, and
there were lots of kids by the shore splashing and playing games. As
a child I used to always play a game with myself where I would go
under water and try to stay there until I could think of everything I
knew about Indians, or celery or snakes; every time I picked something different. It seemed I couldn't remember much when I was under
there. He looked funny in the water because his hair pulled back and
you could see where it was falling out in the front. I said something to
him about it, and he told me that researchers had been working on a cure
for diabetes and found something that makes hair grow back. I think
that made him feel better. I swam around a little and then I swam up
close to him and he reached over and put his hand on my shoulders. We
seemed to be over a cold spot; something deep underground comes out
and makes it cold there, turns it into a small box of ice. I could never
figure out how one moment you are in a warm spot, then you move three
steps and it's cold. Sometimes you can even straddle them so your right
half is warm and your left half is cold. We let ourselves go down under
the water so only our heads were above, and he pulled my body against
his. I felt his naked stomach through my suit, and I could feel his penis
hard against my leg. I was shivering.
The first time I went to his apartment he had just moved in, and
there were boxes everywhere with all kinds of things in them, like a
blue toaster, a pillow shaped like California, the stuffed body of some
small animal he must have killed. He didn't even have a bed yet. We
watched TV for a while from a small black and white that was sitting
on top of a crate. He gave me some ravioli to eat that he cooked in the can.
I thought it was sweet of him to cook for me. When we were watching
TV every so often he would jump up and run across the room to kill a
cockroach he had seen. He really hated them. His face would get
strained and dark as he would chase them and try to smash their small
bodies into the wood. He said beingin the Air Force you really get to
hate roaches.
After we were done watching Jeopardy he started kissing me; he
touched my hips and pulled me tight against him. I liked the way he
felt. He took my hand and we walked into the other room. I kinda
laughed a little when I went because it seemed a silly thing to have him
leading me in there. The bedroom had just been painted blue, and there
was nothing in the room except a lamp in the corner. It still kinda
smelled like paint and made me a little dizzy. We were kissing and he
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was taking off my clothing. I let him take off my blouse and skirt, but
I didn't really want him to take off my underwear.
I think he thought I was going to have sex with him, but I wasn't.
I never let myself get carried away by the whole thing. I kinda stood
back and thought, now he's taking off my blouse, now he's touching
my breasts. I mean, I was involved in the whole thing too, but never
totally. Women can't do that. They can't let themselves be taken over
by the whole thing. I knew what happened then. There is a word that
always floats at the back of my mind--feckless. I don't know what it
means and that makes it more powerful, but I think it means you live
with cockroaches and your children's asses are dirty. I didn't want to be
feckless.
I let him take off my underwear. They were light blue cotton,
and he slid them down my legs and tossed them in the corner. He took
off his too. They were plain white ones, the kind young boys wear. He
had a strange pattern of hair on his chest: it wouldn't grow everywhere, only in little clumps like grass. We were lying in the corner
of the room--it was empty except for us there naked in the corner.
Then I felt hollow inside and scared. He would do things sometimes
that scared me. He told me this story once about how his friends and he
had been riding around and a bunch of them pissed in a bottle. Then they
stopped a man on the street and asked him directions: just as he began to
tell them they threw the warm piss in his face. When he told me that
I kept thinking about the face of that man. Smiling, friendly, a middle
aged man who had maybe just moved to the city from a farm. I kept
thinking about that man's face, and I wanted my clothing back. I
couldn't back out though. I think I started crying because his voice got
worried and he said "I won't make you, Lou." I didn't say anything.
I just put my underwear back on, then I felt a lot safer and we lay there
for a long time. He told me about this pear-shaped birthmark he had on
his chest. He got it because his mother had yelled at his sister for
picking a pear when he was still inside her belly. I liked that story and
I always thought of that one from then on.
I really did want to have sex with him. So I planned it all out. I
think I talked to him about birth control once, but I didn't want him
to think I was stupid, so I never said anything again. I went out and
bought some sponges at the People's Drugstore--it was on the way
to his house, so it wasn't really out of the way or anything. Then I
stopped at the Dairy Queen bathroom to put it in. It took about twenty
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minutes because I kept looking for this thing that the directions said
felt like a nose. I kept pushing it around in there and I couldn't tell if it
was right or not. I think I finally found it--anyway, it had to be good
enough because I was using the only bathroom there and an old woman
kept banging on the door saying she had to piss, that I should get the
hell out of there and if I was going to have a baby go the hell home to
do it. I was sort of under pressure. After that I was pretty much
committed.
I don't really remember the sex all that much, it was sort of a blur
of sweating and rush. It was dead hot that summer, and he didn't have
a fan. Sometimes I felt I would faint from the heat. Afterwards my
hair was wet, and clumping to my scalp. He would usually get up and
walk to the bathroom and I would follow him. We would stand under
the cool water for a long time. We shared a red towel. I blew my hair
dry afterwards, so that it would be all dry when I got home.
Sometimes when I got home my mother would be awaked and I
would have to go into her bedroom and talk to her. She would ask me
what I'd been doing. I usually said that I had gone to a movie. I never
looked her straight in the eye, but usually acted like I was interested
in what was on the TV. My sister would tease me, though, because
somehow she knew, and she would say "I bet that's all you ever do
over there. You grind all the time, don't you." She would use disgusting words just to hurt me. When she said that she would make it seem
different. She would change it, and sometimes when I pulled the
sponges out of my body afterwards I couldn't look at them; they were
stained yellow and smelled old and like him. I hated them. I would
pull them out quickly, wrap them up in toilet paper, and hide them so
my mother wouldn't find them. But always when Marie said that I
would look at her and say, "No, Marie it isn't that way." Because I
believed it wasn't.
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First Place Poetry

Jenny
Blind

Girl

at

My

Day

The blind girl will not undress
with the rest of us, afraid of what we
see, she asks her sister to hold
a towel in front of her.
I hate her for hiding because
I would like to hide too, my fat body
falling out of my swimsuit, breasts
shaped wrong.
When we go for a walk, she
is afraid of the snake.
Large, black, harmless, in
the middle of the path.
We all step around it. She won't.
So we have to turn back and I
think--1 saw the thick body, the point~d
head, the small centered eyes.
I was afraid, but I stepped.
Later, I wake hot from a nightmare.
My mother told me she dreamt of snakes
as a child, and I do too, coiled
over my body they strangle me.
Wrap around around. Miles of black rope
cut into the soft flesh of the throat,
and I run to her to pull them off.
I wonder if these are the snakes
she sees.
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Camp

Bitner

Jenny
Kumquat
Small fruit about the size of a sparrow egg,
colored with an orange-yellow crayon.
Throat tightens before I
pop it into my mouth, hold it there
wanting to just suck, but like hard candy cannot
wait, the crack of the impatient.
In one bite, my teeth fall into
something bitter, like the sourness
of lemon only more. I squeeze the juice out
fast as I can, bursting every cell
at once, the feeling draws me, almost forbidden
like having sex on the cold floor
my back pushed so hard against the tiles
they will make a pattern of boxes there.
I like the way the cold touches my
mouth, the feel of the juice, making
it come alive, pulling back my teeth.
I was the only one to bring
to school, pass them out when
everyone else had cookies, and corn chips.
I came with fruit which curled mouths.
Strange for liking them, for carrying them
in my pockets, where they would get
smashed and come out skin soft
dripping on my hand.
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Bitner

Jenny
Permeability

Some cells have walls
and some have a thin membrane,
tiny holes, that let things
pass through.
My body is strangely tender today.
Breasts swollen, so obvious, pull against my shirt
which does not touch everywhere,
like a lover's hand gliding down my body
it falls on the curves.
My watch scratches at my wrist, confining,
trying to curve a linear line.
I throw off all my clothing as if sunburned
not wanting anything to touch my sore skin
and always realizing that I cannot float
untouched, even cotton sheets feel.
I knew before, even
in the secret black world of my closet,
where I first shut the door,
hiding with the monsters, not from them,
I could be found, and usually I would hear voices,
press my ear flat against the wood panel,
emerge, falling over shoes, wanting
them to notice. I was coming back, letting the robe
fall to the floor, letting the world back into me.
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Bitner

Jenny
Dark
I'm glad that you didn't tell me about it,
didn't feed me sex like a robin feeds fat
live worms to its young.
You didn't drag sex out onto the dining room
table, sit it there dull as peas.
Turn it into another act,
pull it out of my body like my aunts did my
shit, examining it with their nurses
eyes--How are your bowels today?
Loose, tight, slippery as eels.
We could all sit around with our magnifying
glasses, and look at the pure, good sex.
Do it on clean white sheets with mother
watching. Like surgeons pulling out
a live heart with metal claws.
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Second

Place

Fiction

Brett
Dixie

Litton

Jubilee

I went in early to the Fourth Annual Beer Bash, Barbecue, and
Brain Fry to help Jimmy mount two big loudspeakers under the eaves
at the back comers of his house. Beside each one we hooked up an eleven
hundred watt floodlight with a swivel base so we could play
horseshoes after dark. He took me on a tour of his house and yard. The
horseshoepitshadnewsand.Inthe carport he'd hung ahugeAmerican
flag from the ceiling. A neat sign beside it said, "To whom it may
concern: This flag has flown over the United States capitol." The
badminton net was reinforced so that it could not be torn down, ever.
Jimmy hadn't had a house of his own way out in the country last
Fourth of July, but, as he said, "This year, by God, we have a place
where we can party wide open."
I was drunk by noon and people started rolling in just as we finished
testing the speakers. The core group was a mixture of professors' kids
from the local small town Kentucky college and the local rock and roll
boys and girls they grew up with. We've been partying together since
high school, but after seven years the Brain Fry was the only party that
could pull us all together. It had tradition; the First Annual Beer Bash
Barbecue and Brain Fry was legendary in that part of the state.
I spent the afternoon talking to people who'd been at the legendary
First Brain Fry: the night before Chris left, the night I smashed my
guitar through the television screen and Dave jumped off the roof, the
night Trish climbed naked to the top of the tree and the- cops threw
a spotlight on her, the night the rednecks broke the windows and Dan
sang his crazy song. I talked to Dan and Dave and Trish. I stood by the
grill while Stan, my literary connection, flipped hamburgers, and we
talked drunk intellectual talk; I did a review of On The Road, and he
pointed out the highlights of The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test. I kept
my eye on a girl wearing a 'My karma ran over your dogma' T-shirt
who I'd never seen before. I played horseshoes. I took my shirt off and
played anything-goes badminton. I played poker on Jimmy's dining
room table until I had to go throw up in the toilet.
By sundown I'd done everything I could think to do, except talk
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to Karma T-shirt Girl, so I found the spot between the loudspeakers
where the stereo effect was perfect, between the horseshoe game and
the badminton game, and I blindfolded myself with my red white and
blue bandanna and settled into a cool easy chair of a buzz to meditate on
the two streams of music pouring across the yard and intersecting
behind my eyes. I danced crazily in my spot, and sung along with
Creedence Clearwater Revival. Between cuts on the album I stood out
of breath and listened to the sounds of the Brain Fry: the grunts and
lunges and swishes and yells of macho badminton, the clangs and thuds
and wild ringing rolls of horseshoes, the banter of poker through the
sliding screen doors, hamburgers frying, and the chatter of thirty
drunk friends, like the playground sounds of the older kids outside
that came through the window in second grade when it was time to lay
our heads down on our desks and close our _eyes. Somebody I couldn't
see yelled something at me and I yelled something back.
When the album ended I stood blind amid all the etceteras of being
included waiting for someone inside to put another one on the
turntable, but no one did. I pushed my bandanna up off my eyes to find
that Jimmy had turned on his new floodlights against the dusk. He
was standing on a stepladder adjusting them to shine on the horseshoe
pits. When he saw that I was back among the living he turned one on me
and I squinted into the glare and waved. The badminton game behind me
was getting hopeless as darkness fell.
I went to the keg in the carport and found out why the music had
stopped; the Cooper boys, Terry and Huey, were sitting on the edges of
lawn chairs tuning up their guitars. I filled a cup with beer, annoyed
because they'd oome prepared to play, and braced myself for a barrage of
Gordon Lightfoot and Dan Fogelberg songs. Most of the girls at the
party found their way to the circle forming around the Cooper boys,
including Karma T-shirt Girl. I took my beer back between the big flag
and the wall and thought about Robert Frank's jukebox pictures for as
long as I could stand it. The boys started off, appropriately enough,
with a version of "Sundown" that Gordon Lightfoot himself couldn't
live up to. Through a hole in the flag I watched Karma T-shirt Girl
watch the Cooper boys sing. I couldn't tell what she was thinking at
all. I felt like screaming and making her and everyone else think
something different.
The Cooper boys could play any song that the songs they'd already
played made you think of. I thought of "Wild Horses", and yelled
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''Wild Horses!" from behind the flag. They played it, and I came out
and talked to a guy who'd been my best friend in grade school about his
hotrod. It was the hottest rod in town; he told me he'd lay a fifty
dollar bill on the dash and if anybody could reach up and take it anytime
between zero and one hundred miles per hour they could keep it. I told
him I'd tried that once with him in high school. He'd forgotten about
that. He started telling me about the time he got thrown in jail, but
some people on the patio started chanting "JEW-BAH-LEE! JEWBAH-LEE!", and I threw my head back and screamed long and loud
until the tendons in my neck hurt, then shook my head regretfully,
because hotrod hadn't finished his story, and said, "Jubilee time, man."
The lights in and around the house started blinking out; it was dark
enough to set off fireworks, and everybody was moving around to the
back of the house. The Cooper boys tenderly packed away their
guitars. Bill and Cindy Law, the official pyrotechnicians, walked
across the yard in white flame-retardant jumpsuits carrying lighted
torches. They'd been calling themselves Pyroman and Cherry Bomb
all day, and hand-launching small bottle rockets, teasers, to get us in
the mood for the show.
Forty yards from the house, at the far edge of the back yard, was
the launch pad, a 4x8 piece of plywood. Jimmy kept in touch with Bill
and Cindy at the pad over a set of walkie-talkies; the patio was mission
control.About a quarter of the fireworks fund went for a three-foottall cardboard-encased cylinder of pyrotechnic power called the "Dixie
Jubilee". It was the ultimate bottle rocket according to Bill, who had
got it in Tennessee and kept it hidden in the trunk of his car along with
the special tube needed to launch it. He told us it would "light this
mountain up like a Christmas tree", and we were ready for it. The Dixie
Jubilee had become the central theme of the Brain Fry. Every beer
chugged, every badminton slam, every nick-of-time ringer in the
horseshoe pits, and every wild card up at the poker table brought a
triumphant "Dixie Jubileeeeee!" war hoop. Stan had been constructing tall hamburgers, Jubilee Burgers, with lighted sparklers poking
from the buns. The Jimi Hendrix-at-Woodstock version of the
national anthem was cued up on the tape deck inside, ready to whine out
of the loudspeakers and provide a soundtrack for Dixie.
Bill and Cindy looked like ghosts in the light of their torches.
They radioed from the pad that they were ready. Jimmy told us to shut
up and held the walkie-talkie to his ear. "Ladies and Gentlemen," he
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yelled, "the Sky Snake!" And the Sky Snake hissed into the sky and
cracked open brightly and fizzled into oblivion. A roar of appreciation
went up from the patio, and I threw my head back and screamed at the
sky.A girl next to me yelled, "WHOOOOOOOO!" And then came the
Torpedo, and the Jupiter, and the F'agig, and on and on, missle after
missle, each one better than the one before, until even the Dixie Junior
had been launched and we stood there hooting like some ancient tribe
around the witch doctor's fire, watching the white flickering ghosts
get ready for the finale. The "JEW-BAH-LEE" chant renewed and
Jimi Hendrix guitar began to whine from the corners of the dark house.
Jimmy told us to count it down and we did.
' '
T
MINUS
TEN... NINE ... EIGHT ...SEVEN ...SIX ...FIVE...FOUR ... "
At three seconds a torch lowered at the pad and sparks flew.
"ZERO!"
Each one d us became a screeching Dixie Julilee unto himself. B1I
Dixie didn't go. Jimmy announced that there had been a malfunction.
Jimi kept on playing and Dixie just sat there while we stood on the
patio and bitched and watched the ghosts hover around her. Jimmy
listened to the walkie-talkie and sent somebody out to the pad with
a full bottle of charcoal lighting fluid. Desperate measures were going
to be taken. We yelled encouragement to the ghosts.
"Make it work! Force feed'er!" my hotrod friend yelled.
Bill poured the whole bottle of fluid over Dixie and torched her.
The flames shot up high around her, but she burned up and toppled ~r
without so much as a cough or a sputter. Jimmy ran out to the remains
with a golf club and tried to 4-iron them out into eternity. We laughed
at him as the lights came on, and kept on drinking.
Soon after the fireworks Ray and Jack, who'd been missing all
day, pulled in with two big stringers of catfish they'd caught at a pay
lake one hundred miles away. They told everyone to stick around and
they'd have a fish fry. They drug the launch pad up under the light by
the front door, spread some newspapers on it, and began to clean the
fish. I stood with half a dozen others and watched them. Karma Tshirt Girl came over and stood a short distance away, frowning. Ray sat
cross-legged and leaned over his paunch with a still-wiggling catfish
in one hand and fillet knife in the other. With a terrible grimace he
drove the knife into the fish's head to make it stop moving, but it
didn't. I watched everyone wince and frown. My eyes caught Karma T-
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. shirt Girl's and we winced together. She crossed her arms. I wished I
knew what she was thinking. Ray expertly gutted and beheaded the
fish. He caught flaps of its skin between his thick thumb and the knife
and drew off thin irregular ribbons. He'd never skinned a catfish before.
My hotrod friend stepped forward and said, "Let me show you how to
do that." Ray gave him the knife and he picked up a fish and gutted it.
He made a couple of cuts and drew the whole skin off the fish in one
smooth motion, like someone pulling a sweater off a child. Ray leaned
over close and said, "Now show me that again."
Karma T-shirt Girl walked away. I imagined wonderful things
about her for a minute, then walked around back to investigate a commotion at the horseshoe game. One of the shoes had taken a wild roll
into the dark grass outside the bright circles thrown by the floodlights. Six or eight people were bent over out in the dMkness with
cigarette lighters, torches, and flashlights looking for it. Someone
was sitting on a running motorcycle, shining the headlight over the
area. Several of them were searching farther out than a horseshoe
could possibly have rolled.
"There's no way it went that far," one of them said.
''Well, damn it, I already looked where you're at," someone
yelled back.
"I'd like to know why they'd paint a horseshoe green," someone
else said.
Junior, the one who had thrown the wild shoe, and one of the
people looking beyond the reasonable roll range, was finally left to
search alone, but some of us stood by to see what he was going to do and
to taunt him. Every fifteen seconds or so he'd say, "I'm gonna FIND
that bastard." His flashlight made crazy sweeps along the ground. We
sang "Looking For Love In All The Wrong Places" to him, changing
the word 'love' to 'luck'. Eventually Tommy Trent, who'd been the
first of the lucky-horseshoe hunters to stop looking, got our attention
and pulled the missing shoe from his pants. Then he got Junior's
attention. Junior didn't say a word. He walked slowly over to
Tommy, took the horseshoe, heaved it into the darkness, and
followed it, carrying his flashlight.
The Cooper boys were back in full swing on the carport, rolling
through a slow rendition of "Ramblin Man". A few people were beginning to leave. Karma T-shirt Girl was not in sight, but I ignored the
fact. I walked back around front to check on the fishermen. Fish guts
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were all over the launch pad. Hotrod was still helping them, and there
were only three more fish to go. Ray looked up at me and said, ''We'll
be slappin these babies in grease shortly."
I went into the house to see what kind of poker game was in
progress. I stopped in the kitchen where a tall, slim, very rednecklovely girl wearing a tight Harley-Davidson T-shirt, tight blue
jeans, and tight cowboy boots stood at the sink tottering over a tray
of ice, trying with the patience of a diamond cutter to flip the cubes out
onto a towel with her long maroon fingernails. I didn't know her
name, but she was with Sparky, a giant, grizzly, tattooed biker who
was my friend for life since second grade. When she saw me watching
her she started laughing so hard she.almost fell down. She told me
between laughing fits that she was trying to make an ice pack for
Sparky, who'd been hit in the head with a horseshoe. Sparky was
playing poker in the dining room. I flipped about eight cubes onto the
towel, twisted it up, put it in a plastic bag, and handed it to her. She put
ahandonmyshoulderandkeptlaughing.Iled her into the diningroom,
to Sparky. As we walked the hall I saw Karma T-shirt Girl for the last
time in my life. She was standing alone in Jimmy's room looking at his
books.
For two hours I played poker. For two hours Sparky'sgirlfriend
held the ice pack against the back of his head and laughed at us. Ray
brought in a plate of fried catfish for us. Then I cashed in my chips and
decided to go home. I made a final circuit of the house. The grill was
smoking alone. The horseshoe pits were silent. The Cooper boys were
gone, replaced by two stoned amateurs trying to play "Stairway to
Heaven". I said mygood-bys to the dorenorsodie-hards still hanging
around. Jimmy, my host, was not outside. I went back in to find the
door of his room locked; no one answered my knocks. I went back
outside and looked in the window. Jimmy and Stan sat on the floor
snorting cocaine. I knocked on the window and said, "See you guys
later." Stan shook his head and waved for me to come in, so I did.
"Stick around and talk drunk with me, man," he said, ''you don't
need to go home."
I stretched out on the bed and watched them take their cocaine
seriously while I thought about catfish. Jimmy kept looking up at me
and winking. He no longer seemed able to talk. When they finished up
Jimmy opened the door and went out.
Stan was cocaine-intense, and he suddenly started talking about
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deer, how there was a field just down the road where herds of them
came, he'd seen them, deer everywhere, big ones.
"Listen, man," he said, "I've got a 200,000 candlepower spotlight in my car! I've got a Bionic Ear super-microphone with a parabolic
dish and headphones! I've got a Nikon F3 and a flash! I want pictures!
I want evidence! There are herds of deer out there, man!"
So we got in his car and made our way down an old farm road,
through several pastures, and several gates, to the top of a low hill.
There Stan shut off the engine and the lights and we coasted slowly
down into the dark field below. I leaned my head out of the window
and listened to the crickets, the sound of clods crumbling softly under
the tires, the brush against the car of the tall grass growing between
the ruts and along the sides of the road. I imagined deer poking their
beads out r1 the grass ~ I held out my hand and tried to touch them. The
car slowed to a stop.
''We've got to give' em time," Stan whispered. "Be quiet as hell."
With slow, careful movements he retrieved the equipment from
the back seat. He plugged the spotlight into the cigarette lighter and
laid the Nikon on the dash; the flash unit's orange neon 'ready' light
llickered silently. He slid on a set of headphones and plugged them
into the Bionic Ear. He held the small parabolic dish stiffly out the
window like a pistol and began to move it in wide slow arcs.
Sometimes he would stop suddenly, as if he'd heard something; he'd
stop breathing, too, and look intently past the disk into the darkness.
I looked too, and listened, wondering what he might be hearing. After
a while we climbed onto the roof. I switched on the spotlight and,
while Stan followed with the dish, swept it slowly along over the
grass, holding open a circle of light on the woods bordering the field,
waiting to see the bright glow of eyes there.
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I had fallen asleep on the couch in the room between theden and the
kitchen, completely covered by an old loosely-knit green afghan, but
I was awake when my dad folded down his recliner and began making
his way out of the den, turning off the TV and the lights as he went. I
saw his dark figure through the frayed yarn as he came into the room,
stopped at the thermostat, and leaned over until his face was almost
against it. The low rumble of the big heater in the basement began to
wind down and the whistle of warm air through the registers seemed
to be moving farther away. He walked through the kitchen and past
the stairs into the front part of the house, and I knew he was listening
at the bedroom door to Grandad's breathing. The lights were out
except for the one at the top of the stairs, and the room seemed very dark
and still. I lay waiting under the afghan. I thought he must know I was
there, and that he would come soon and carry me to bed while I
pretended to be asleep. Finally hedid come, and knelt down right beside
me. I closed my eyes and expected to feel him removing me from the
folds of the afghan. The weight of his elbows pushed down into the
cushiony vinyl, and my body leaned even closer to his. Then he began
to pray. His voice was so close it startled me, and though it was very
quiet and low and deep, there was a strained, tight highness there, as if
he were trying not to cry, very different from the voice he prayed
with in church when Brother Carl called on him to close the services
and he would stand in his suit with his hands clasped behind him,
shifting his weight between toes and heels, calmly saying a prayer·
Pd heard a hWldred times before. I listened, eyes opened in the darkness
under the afghan, stiffening when he restlessly pressed forward into
the couch, feeling like I was going to slide over against him. I had heard
him pray before, but always from the top of the stairs, or a few steps
farther down, where that hurting sound in his voice held me, had
watched him with solemn wonder and felt deeply sorry for him
without knowing why. But now he was so close I could hear him
swallow, and I listened. He prayed for our family. He prayed that we
might get along better. He asked the Lord to tell him what he should
do. He said my name.
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Second Place Poetry

Laura
Amphibians
When younger, I was afraid of hell.
I've known that I was going there since four
or five, when I mistook a toad
for a frog and drowned it in a bucket of water.
Its kicking looked like swimming.
My sister said it was a sin to kill,
so I began preparing myself for eternal fire.
I began to like summers--the sweltering ones
when no rain falls and nothing grows, short
of anxiety. I loved to feel the sun beat
down on my face and tiny beads of sweat
well up and roll salty into my eyes. I
relished the screams of the frogs on clear
nights, remember my sister singing
my head on a pillow in her lap
off key
my knees bent, one leg rocking from side to side
"Michael rowed the boat ashore..."
propelling the porch glider.
"Hallelujah."
And as I touch my foot
to the dark pool, I watch the light
silently play upon the ripples drifting,
scattering outward into thin, nothing edges.
It feels just cold--not wet-like the cold I felt on acid once
from the bone out, from deeper than bone.
Maybe this cold is hell; frozen steel
holding my insides together.
I want to apologize to the frogs,
only now with realization that they are dry
and crave water, sing their night songs
for warmth and companionship.
I am a frog unbaptized.
I have no song but listen to them.
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Ryan
Dog

Poetry

Hardesty

Days

the d~ made the hole, dug it out
with her front paws i guess, scooped
the loose dirt behind lier until she could squeeze
her body beneath the whitewashed tin
and through into the cool, dark air under the porch.
at nine years old it was just big enough
for me, my body no thicker than a hound's,
and in the everun~ after school i would push
myself through it like a worm squirming
back into the earth to preserve itself
fro!ll the sun and sparrows. sometimesthe dog would be there, curled
up m the comer
wllere the sinkpi~ came down, licking
herself along tlie belly or chewmg on some
toy i'd forgotten to talce out of tlie yard.
when i wowd come in, scowling from where the rough
edge of the tin had scraped along_my
back, she would raise lier head Iilce a tired
old woman and sniff at me, then nod once
in recognition and go back to her gnawing.
we wowd lie there together in tlie dark,
just me and Dixie, until my grandfather
would call one of us to dinner. when he called
her first, standing at the back door
and yelling "Here dog! Here dog!" as loud
as he coufd, she woufd alwa_ys pace
by the hole for a minute as if trying_ to decide.
she would start out, then come baCk in,
then crawl halfway out again, only to change
her mind at the last minute and walk
back to me, biting me playfully on the ear
as if to tell me ''We are the same, you
and i. we know where the shadows are."
my S!'andfather would yell at her again,
this time calling her Dooe and it was as if
something about her name being shouted
into the arr caught hold of her, pulled her
away from me and back into the hot
afternoon. with Dixie gone, i would just
lie there, m)'. t-shirt pulled up to feefthe cool
dirt on my Chesthlistening to my grandmother's
footsteps on the oorboards aoove
my head. alone, i would wait
until evening spread shadows across the yard,
or until mother called me in for dinner.
whichever came first.
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Ryan

Hardesty

Play
"I could kill you," he says. He is standing by the fireplace,
warming his hands above the orange flames. He is tall, rugged, handsome. He wears a beard, trimmed close.
"I suppose it's possible,'' she says. "But murder isn't an easy crime
to get away with, you know."
She is sitting on the new white sofa, wearing nothing but an old
Bruce Springsteen t-shirt: She is a small, delicate woman with a
vaguely Oriental look and eyes full of a strange, brooding intelligence.
"What would you do with the body?" she asks.
He grins and taps his forefinger against his temple, just like they
do in the movies. "I've got that part all figured out. Been thinking
about it all week."
"Tell me,'' she says. She pulls her legs onto the sofa, crossing
them beneath her in the lotus position. She puts her small brown hands
on her knees.
"You want a drink first?" he asks.
She nods.
He goes to the bar by the kitchen door and mixes them both a scotch
and water. He makes hers a double. He hands her the glass and they
clink then together in a sort of toast though neither of them says
anything. They just smile at one another and drink.
"Now where was I?" he asks.
"Disposing of the body."
"Yeah, right. Well, my plan is to buy a dozen or so piranah fish,
under an as.gnne<f name, ci course."
"Of course,'' she says.
"Right. So, after I get the fish, I'll carry the body down to the
basement and cut it into a thousand tiny pieces with my chainsaw.
Then--"
''What about the blood?" she asks. "I may be a small, delicate
woman, but there's a lot of blood in me. Here, feel," she says, pressing
his hand against her chest, over the heart. "Feel that? Blood. Blood
stains can be very convincing evidence, you know. Those forensics
people just love blood stains. Even a single drop would be enough to
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convict you."
"I know," he says. "If you'll just give me time I'll explain everything. Now, after I've killed you, I'll hang the body upside down
from a hook, slit your throat and let the blood drain out into buckets.
Flush the blood down the toilet and, voila, no blood."
She nods her head slowly up and down, apparently satisfied with
this portion of his plan. She drains the last of her drink and goes to fix
herself another. "You want one?" she asks.
He nods and tosses her his glass. As she bends to get the scotch, the
t-shirt lifts to expose her naked bottom. He whistles in appreciation.
"All right, big boy," she says as she returns with his drink.
"Don't let a little ass distract you. You'll never murder me that way."
Despite her comment, she is flattered by his admiration of her body,
and she gives him a quick kiss to show him.
"Now," she says. "How are you going to commit this murder?"
He appears startled and scratches his beard in consternation.
"I don't know. I'll just do it. What difference does it make, anyway?"
''What difference does it make?" she asks, rolling her eyes in
disgust, just like they do in the movies. "Dammit, honey, it makes all
the difference in the world. Do you want a murder weapon to try to
get rid of? That's just one more clue for some clever detective to find."
"What about poison?"
"No, no," she says. "That's no good at all. Too risky. You'd have
to buy it somewhere, and somebody might remember you." She slips
into a mock salesman voice. "'Yes, officer, a tall, rugged, handsome
fellow with a beard was in here a couple of weeks ago, bought a gallon
of arsenic and some cyanide. Said he had a problem with rats.' Jesus,
honey, think. Think.''
"I could strangle you in your sleep.''
She laughs out loud at this and slaps him playfully on the
shoulder.
''What?" he asks. "What's so god damned funny?"
"Leave it to a big, lumbering ox like you to try the direct approach," she says. "You never were very subtle.''
"What the hell do you mean, not very subtle?"
"Have you ever tried to strangle anyone in their sleep?" she asks,
leaning close to whisper in his ear.
"No," he says. "Butl say that big Indian strangle Jack Nicholson
in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. Didn't look too difficult.''
"That's the movies, honey," she says. "Do you know what
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happens when you try to strangle a real person? They fight back. The
reptilian part of the brain takes over and the body fights like hell.
Survival instincts run deep."
"So?" he asks.
"So what if by some accident I hit you and break a bone or
something? Then you'll have to go to the hospital, and that might be
difficult to explain when the police come snooping around."
"The police!" he shouts, leaping to his feet and, in the process,
spilling his drink on the new white sofa. "Why will they come
snooping around?"
She shakesherheadindisgust. "Howmuchplanningdid you do on
this anyway?" She goes into the kitchen and gets a dish towel to clean
up his mess. "Shit, I hope this doesn't stain."
''Why will the police come snooping around?" he repeats. "Isn't
this supposed to be the perfect crime?"
"Because my mother will miss me and start asking questions,
that's why," she says. "Which means you'd better report me missing
a day or two after you do it." She finishes cleaning the sofa and throws
the dish towel into the kitchen, then resumes her lotus position beside
him.
He nods. "You're right, as usual, dear. What would I ever do
without you?"
"Go to prison, no doubt," she says. "Now, how are you going to
do it? And be specific."
He paces around the room for a few minutes, pondering. Suddenly
his eyes go wide, he smiles, and he slaps himself on the forehead like
he's just remembered he could have had a V-8.
"I've got it," he says, putting his hands on her shoulders and
staring deeply into her brown eyes. "The night I intend to do it, I'll
suggest an evening of some light bondage. You know what a sucker you
are for bondage."
"Mmm, don't I ever," she says, liking his plan more and more.
"Once I have you cuffed to the bed, I can smother you quickly
and with no danger to myself, reptilian brain or not."
"That's perfect!" she says. She kisses him firmly on the lips,
twice, to show her approval. "Very aesthetic of you, taking my
personality into account and all. Now, back to disposing of the body."
"Right. As I was saying, cut the body into pieces, then feed the
pieces to the piranah fish."
"What about the bones? They won't eat bones, you know. Didn't
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you watch that National Geographic special, or was it Jacques
Cousteau? Anyway, it was in the Amazon and they dropped in a live
cow. Those damned fish ate everything but the skeleton. How are you
going to get rid of that?"
"Ah, but I am prepared, cheri. I've rigged up a huge mortar and
pestle in the basement out of assorted junk. After the fish do their part,
I'll grind the bones into powder. The powder gets scattered all across
the county from my car window and the mortar and pestle goes back to
assorted junk."
"That's damned clever, honey," she says. ''What about the fish?
Piranah fish in the basement might cause some suspicion."
"Kill the fish and feed them to the dog."
"And the dog?"
"Take it to the pound and have it gassed."
"What will you tell the children?" she asks.
"About you?"
"About the dog, silly."
"Oh, that it ran away from home," he says. "Same as mommy."
She stops abruptly and turns away from him. He takes her by the
shoulders (how warm they are, how soft) and turns her until she is
facing him. She is crying.
"What's wrong, honey?" he asks. He wipes the tears from her
cheeks.
"Please don't tell them I ran away," she says. "They'll hate me
forever."
"Okay, baby, I'll tell them something else. That you were
abducted by aliens or something, just like that writer--what's his
name? Whitley something or other."
She smiles at him. "They won't believe that," she says. "They're
not stupid."
"I'll think of something," he says.
"You will take care of them, won't you?"
He pulls her against his body as if she were a child and pats her
gently on the back, soothing her.
"Of course I will, baby. Of course I will. Come on, let's go to bed.
We can talk about this in the morning. It's too late to plan a murder
tonight."
He picks her up in his arms and carries her, just like he did when
they were first married. He runs his hand through her long hair. He
kisses her on the forehead. He turns out the lights.
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Deacon Everett Lawson almost cursed aloud when he saw John
Freed's hog standing on his son's grave in the middle of the deacon's
field. Lawson curled his hands into a pair of binoculars to minimire the
glare from the white October sky. It was definitely Freed's hog, a
black Hampshire poking its moist snout in the soggy mound at the base
of the stone. The muddy animal grunted and snorted, its fat sides
heaving with effort, totally oblivious to Lawson. He had put up with
Freed's dogs running loose, his grandchildren trespassing, and his
totally unforgivable act of deception, but this was the last straw.
He ran for his shotgun in the rear window of his pick-up, at the
bottom of the ridge. The metal snaps of his overshoes clicked as he ran.
Mud droplets sprayed his back. He grabbed the loaded gun and sprinted
up the hill.
Halfway back across the field, Lawson saw that the hog was no
longer on the grave. He paused and listened for movement. Nothing.
Slowly, his breathing returned to normal. He scanned the treeline with
squinted eyes; deep wrinkles like eroded soil stretched to his ears. He
looked regretfully at the pile of oak boards to the right of the grave.
That fence should have been finished last week. He felt guilty for such
neglect.
Tim had originally been buried in the Holloway Baptist Church
Cemetery back in 1968, whenthearmyreturned the body. But around
the time the war ended, Lawson decided that he wanted Tim closer to
him. After mulling over the idea for several weeks, he hired the
Marville Funeral Home to exume the coffin and move it to the field
behind his home. He replaced the old granite gravestone for a marble
home. He replace.d the old granite gravestooe for a marbJe arch-shaped
headstone with a vase for flowers, wild roses in warm months, hardy
mums in colder ones. On one side of the arch, the inscription read,
"Timothy Wade Lawson" and "May 26, 1949--December 9, 1968."
The other side read, "SAFE IN THE ARMS OF JESUS." A few feet
away, he had set a concrete table and two benches under a silver maple.
Now, a breeze lifted the leaves showing silver bottoms.
Lawson eased himself down onto the bench facing Tim and placed
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the rifle across the length of the table, his hands folded across it. He slid
his fingers through his neatly barbered hair, removed his blackrimmed glasses, and pinched the bridge of his thick nose. He felt bad.
His head hurt. The sky, a luminous gray bowl, canopied sparse fescue
and mud. The stone looked cold and isolated, the vase of purple mums
a parody of cheer.
Standing abruptly, Lawson walked over and patted the ground
with his boot to fill the holes made by the hog's hooves. He rubbed
the rough, cold stone. Before leaving, he weeded three wilted mums
for the vase.
At home, his wife was cooking lunch. Steam from the boiling
potatoes had relaxed the curl in her hair.
''What are you doing back so early?" she asked, playing with the
fringe on her towel.
"Freed's hog's loose. Ran all over Tim's grave. Tried to shoot it but
it got away."
''Why in the world would you want to shoot a pig?"
"To prove a point," he said. "It's a matter of pride. He's let his
farm go to pot. His pens won't hold ink. And with son to help him.
Look what I do alone."
Louise turned to stir the potatoes. "Maybe other things are
important to him," she said.
He looked at her closely with an expression one uses to inspect a
stain on a favorite garment. He knew she believed that his anger at
Freed was unreasonable. Forgive and forget she said, every time he
approached the subject. But it was impossible. Every time he walked
into his field, the grave was there to remind him of what he had
sacrificed and to remind him of what he had helped Freed gain. Why
hadn't he suspected when Freed had offered to sell his land so cheap
that he planned to use the money to help his son, Bruce, avoid the draft.
And now Bruce was alive to reap the benefits of life in a free country,
while Timothy was dead, reaping a plot of cold ground. Oh, it was
some comfort to know that Tim had guaranteed himself a place in
heaven. But not always. Like those times in the field, alone, and he
would remember that Tim could have been there with him, to laugh,
to share a joke. Lawson scooted his chair from the table. Louise did not
look up as he left the room.
He stopped in the living room to change his NRA cap to a tweed hat
used for special occasions. The photos of Tnn in their gilt frames stared
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't him from beige walls: at one year, in a red sweater, sitting in a eggshell blue child's rocker; at eleven, with the bird-house he had built
and painted, which still catered to wrens in Lawson's backyard; at
seventeen, blonde, in a blue tux with satin piping, ready for the senior
prom. After all these years, Lawson still hurt when he looked at those
pictures. He would walk to Freed's house, only a mile away. He
needed to think, to calm down before he talked to Freed.
The driveway gravel crunched beneath his boots. The road
stretched long in front of him, bordered on each side by scrubby pine.
Tim and Bruce had played in these woods, had ~en best friends until
high school. Then Bruce had gone with the wild crowd, a group that
wore their hair long and straight. Tim had been a loner. Quiet, shy,
sweet. Lawson had liked Bruce asa boy, had even tolerated him a a teenager, but now he hated him as a man, if you could call a coward a man.
This hate bothered Lawson. He had never hated anyone in his life.
And worse, this feeling had intensified over the years, not diminished. Seeing Bruce frequently as he passed by the Freed home on the
way to Marville or seeing him and his father across the field working
together was almost unbearable. He found himself staring at them,
fists clenched, losing track of how long he had been standing there. He
had doubled up on his prayers, and be had talked to Reverend Holder
many times. Yet the prayers had been ineffective as if God had turned
a deaf ear, and RC\'el'01d Holder aweared to be1ie\c that Lawson's hate
was somehow justified. His talk would turn from the deacon's desire
for understanding to how Freed had let down God and country.
He jammed his hands into his coat pockets, clinched his icy fingers
into fists. The lamb's wool lining warmed his hands instantly. He
thought that he had been more than fair to Freed, allowing him to heap
abuse upon ahise with no retaliation in any form or fac;hion. But enough
was enough. Perhaps the pig was a sign from God for a long and faithful
servant who had carried more than his share of burdens.
Lawson reached the point where his property ended and Freed's
began. He could see the top ofthe house, a faded green, shingle roof and
from the chimney, a curl of pale gray smoke. The fence changed from
white rails to loose, barbed wire strung along thin posts that in places
fell to the ground. Weeds grew along the fence line. Dry and brittle
fluffed tops gave the field a blurred appearance. Why did Freed let his
property go the way he did? The man had no pride about anything.
He entered agate wide for a car to drive to drive through, not paved
as his own drive, just a sprawling circle of dirt. Freed was sitting on
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his porch steps with two small children and several pumpkins spread
at his feet. He looked up as Lawson walked toward him, his weatherbeaten face showing surprise. He spoke to the children in a low voice,
and they stared at Lawson before tumbling around the comer of the
house. He stood and sauntered toward Lawson with his hand extended.
"There's a problem we need to discuss," Lawson said, ignoring the
out-stretched hand. "Thought you might want to know that one of
your pigs is loose, tearing up my property."
"I found the pen broke through this morning. Only have two pigs.
Found one here by the house. Didn't know where the other'n got off
to." Freed scratched his head, holding his hat in the same hand. "You
didn't happen to catch him for me did you?"
"No I didn't catch it. I tried to shoot·it."
Freed's mouth hung open. "Lord," he said, "have you gone crazy?
You can't be serious."
"You're damed right I'm serious," Lawson said, hands in pockets,
feet apart as though bracing himself. "And if I find it on my property
again, I'll shoot it." He spun around to leave, to keep himself from
striking the incredulous look from Freed's face.
"You'd better think twice before you shoot my pig," Freed called
after him.
Lawson spun around. "I've thought more than twice already,
Freed. My land is my land and anything stepping onto my property
from now on is taking its life into its own hands."
"It's a PIG for Christ's sake. It doesn't know your property from
a hole in the ground. Listen, be reasonable. Wait a second and I'll go
with you and find it."
"You stay off my land. I don't want you or your d~ or your pi~
or your lousy son on my property."
"Man, if you value your life, you'd better leave right now,''
Freed said, his fists white and tight at his sides.
It wac; quiet fer a mcment ac; the nw men faced each other, Freed's
unevenly trimmed hair ruffled by the wind. Inside his pocket, Lawson
clinched his fist. He decided to leave before he punched Freed's face.
Walking away, Lawson could feel Freed staring at him until he
was past the gate. His head throbbed with every step. The day was
ruined. For one of the few times in his life, he didn't feel like working.
He entered the house without Louise hearing him. The grind of the
washing machine rose from the basement. He took two aspirins from
the medicine cabinet, swallowed them with tap water and went into
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their bedroom to lie down. The clock's green digits showed four. He
removed his jacket, and flopped onto the bed with his shoes still on.
Through the window, he saw a puffy gray cloud shaped lilce a boar
with a swirl of black cloud for its tusk.
Lawson closed his eyes and fell asleep without meaning to. He
dreamed that he was walking towards the grave. The ground tilted and
something erupted from the mound. A rotting body with the head of
a pig. The thing raced at him. Just before it was upon him, he woke up.
He was sitting on the edge ofthe bed, soaked with sweat as Louise
walked past, carrying a basket of laundry.
"Well, when did you get back?" she asked. She set the basket
down and leaned on the door facing. She looked at him with concern.
"A while ago," he said, standing up and reaching for his coat. "I'm
going to walk out to see Tim."
"Don't you want your supper?" she asked.
"I'll eat it later."
''Wait and I'll go with you," she said.
"I'm going now," he said, pulling on his coat.
At the hall closet, he stopped and picked up his shotgun.
Outside, the sun looked as if it might shine, just before sunset. The
sky was a pale apricot. He carried the rifle clinched tightly. The cold
steel froze his chapped hands. In haste, he had forgotten his gloves. As
he topped the rise, he saw the stone, almost glowing in the strangecolored light, and in the same spot as before, the hog, like some
monstrous mutation, stationed on the grave. When he was about fifty
yards away, he raised the rifle, bringing the animal into focus.
The hog suddenly looked straight at him, its snout smeared with
purple mums. A few green stems hung limply from its mouth.
Lawson squeezed the trigger.
The pig screamed a high-pitched scream before it slumped to the
ground.
Lawson lowered his gun, stunned for a moment. He moved closer
to the grave. Several strings of blood had splattered across the stone.
He dropped to his knees, as the pig had before him, his hands on the
stone and remembered how frightened Tim had been and how they had
fought over the ethics of war. Tim had not wanted to go. He said that
he would never kill. And leaving Tim at the airport, Lawson had had
the unshakable feeling that he had condemned his son to die. Slowly,
he picked up his gun and walked toward Freed's.
He had something to tell him.
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Dark Field
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Brenda Ray

Eric
The

Spring

After

You

Strips of sunlight through the blind
make a prison cell
d an lUllDade bed.
Night has folded her dark cloak
& let the guise of color return-dew sparkling the window, the quick
whip of flower heads, jolted, as though
tortured into talking.
Inside yellow shells, my fingers
twitch, & long for you. Inside its
home, behind balsa wood
slats, the air is cool,
the finch is a prisoner, its blue
fingers raking the bars.
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Left

Cash

Eric
Common

Courtesy

He is the zealot preaching exodus
for the struggling masses & knows
every starter for the Dallas Cowboys.
You are too young & impressionable,
mistaking losers for bohemians. You
laugh too hard at old jokes, listen
keenly to twice-told stories about
who the local politicians screw.
He scratches on the eight-ball after
virtually running the table. "How
could I have botched the shot so bad,''
he says. You grin with him, feeling
superior for the first & last time.
Nero shed tears, playing his fiddle
as Rome burned. I light a cigarette.
I stare at the game on the bar's tv
even though I know the Reds will lose
again, & the announcer is drowned out
by a Willie Nelson tune. I wonder with
no real interest if he'll have the
courtesy to hold the door for you as
you leave or to keep the white circle
on his tanned finger hidden when you're
sober enough to see straight--to
replace the wedding band before he
returns home, handing his wife, June,
roses, leading her slowly to the bedroom.
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Cash

Eric
Freedom

Dream

1
A flash
from a movie marquee
blinked him
into your eyes
as you ran down
that wet pavement
in Chinafown
br~athing flame,
trying to pawn
your tenderness
and not get burned.

2
Stretched out
like a nude crucifix
staijng at stars
in the cei}.ing,
you let him grow
mto a rebellious dream
showing seven colors
sl!ghtly out of order:
a 6rok:en s~rum
of sweat in sleep
!>lendituz togetlier
m arusli.

3
You awoke late &
burst downstairs,
out the doors,
fee!ing the strength
of freCdom's touch,
of mo~s newness,
& the elder women
in the kitchen
frowned & beat pans
like heathens
trying to frighten
away the moon
durmg an eclipse.
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Cash

Claire

Esham

Futility

I
You called me unknowingly
my name clenched between your teeth
ground to shreds before being expelled
ma ragged explosion of distaste.

II
A_ quivering breath fluttered the curtains

while you punched the pillows to make the dreams disappear.

III
A swift p~e transcended yellow lines and red dots
that maae otliers stop; past stores guarded by fleshless bodies
and irritated husbanas hustling home, because they were late for
dinner.
Yes, you urged me, naked and cold, to lie beside your warmth.

IV
You woke in the morning to the buzzing of the clock,
and found a hair longer and darker than your own.

v
It seemed futile to wipe away the snot.
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Tim

Reding

Causes

She was late again. I waited for her in the old typing room of the
newspaper office. It was a rectangular roo~ with a long wooden table
in the center of it. Eight puke-green Royal typewriters were scattered over the table like corpses after a battle. They were the last of
their kind. Computers replaced typewriters several years ago in the
newspaper office. This room was the only place in the entire building
where you could find a typewriter, it was their last stand, a kind of
National Park for Royal manual typewriters. I liked it here. There
were a lot of older students who adapted to computers with no
problems at all, but I had some kind of mental block. Listening to computer gab just convinced me even more that I'd never catch on. "Boot,
head crash, hardware, software, firmware." Hell it all sounded like
clothing store departments to me. So I tended to spend a great deal of
time in this room. Just me and the typewriters, waiting for Tiffany.
By the time she arrived, I had the top of one of the old machines
lifted up like the hood of broken down Ford, with coils of typewriter
ribbon snaking through my fingers and staining my knuckles.
"Harly, what are you doing?" Tiffany stood in the doorway with
a notebook under one arm and a shopping bag swinging beneath the
other.
"I'm fixing the ribbon on this typewriter, what does it look like
I'm doing?"
Tiffany crossed the room and sat down at the table. "Why are you
messing around with those things? They're useless. I swear you can
think of more ways to waste time than anybody I know."
"Me? Right. Listen, if I want to waste time I don't have to think
about it, I just schedule a meeting with you."
Tiffany put her notebook and shopping bag on an empty chair
beside her. "Yeah, well, I'm sorry I'm late and everything, but I was
talking to Cheryl Priddy about this story we're gonna do and I sort of
lost track." She brushed a strand of blonde hair out of her face and
smiled as if the world was suddenly at peace again.
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I threw the typewriter ribbon back into the guts of the machine
and slammed the top back down. "So I guess that makes it all right,
is that it, Tiffany? I spend half an hour waiting for you, but hey, who's
complaining?Notme.Aslongas you and thisCherylPriddyhadagood
time--that's what counts." I leaned back in my chair. "And what do
you mean you talked to her about this story we're gonna do? I thought
we were meeting to decide on a story."
Tiffany reached into her shopping bag. "We are, uh that is we
were supposed to decide on a story, Harty, but I've already thought
of one and I know you're gonna love it."
''Well that was real nice of you, Tiffany, but did it ever occur to
you that I might have some ideas for a story myselt'?"
Tiffany grinned. "Yeah, that's why I'm glad I thought of this
one." She pulled a toast-sized box out of her shopping bag, and placed
it on the table. Her focus was on the box, but before she opened it she
glanced at me and stopped. "Harly, you're not really mad are you?
Look, I was just teasing. I'm sure your story idea is very good, maybe
even better than mine, but I don't want to talk about that right now."
Tiffany tapped the top of the box. "You won't believe what I got. I've
been looking for something like this for years. God." She tool a deep
breath. "All right, Harly, you get to do the honors, go ahead open it."
I picked up the box and lifted it's top, inside was a gold Peace Sign.
''That's real nice, Tiffany, just impressive as hell, it's giving me goose
bumps."
Tiffany looked confused. she had this kind of innocent expression
that made her look almost cute--from a distance. "Harty, that's plate
gold, neat, huh?"
"It's just a Peace Sign, for Christ sake, three bars and a circle.
What's the big deal?"
"It's not just three bars and a circle, Harty, it's a symbol. It has
meaning. That Peace Sign represents the Sixties to me. It's like everything, the protests, the movements--everything." Tiffany pushed
her chair back from the table. She stood up and turned away from me,
her behind just a few feet from my face. At that distance I couldn't help
noticing the vast contrast between her slim waist and her bulbous
rump. It kind of reminded me of a water balloon when it's squeezed in
the center.
Tiffany sighed. "God, I wish I could have been there.~' She walked
to the window dramatically picking up one foot and then placing it
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down in front of the other like a Tennessee Walking Horse in slowmotion. When she reached the window, she pressed her forehead
against the glass and gazed out over the campus. "The Sixties, Harty,
the Sixties were out finest hour."
"Churchill," I said, ''World War II."
''What?" Tiffany turned and gave me this unfocused stare.
"Churchill, Tiffany, Winston Churchill." I got up from my
chair and crossed the room, stopping about a foot away from her. "He
was the one who came up with that finest hour stuff, but he wasn't
talking about the Sixties. He said it during World War 11." I smiled
and brushed a piece of lint off her shoulder. "Of course, England is in
another time zone so maybe that accounts for the difference." Tiffany's
scowl told me she was about to be concerned.
"I am concerned, Harty, I am really concerned. How can you be so
jaded? I'm trying to seriously discuss one of the finest moments in the
history of this country, and you make cracks about Winston
Churchill." She stared at me. It was the kind of look you might give
one of those freaks who gets on a bus and starts barking or begging for
money. I wondered if it was my breath. "God, you're really pathetic.
Why do I bother talking to you? It's all just a big joke, right, Harty?
You know how important the Sixties were, but you're not willing to
admit it. I mean there was a major social revolution and you act like
it's no big deal. Christ, you're thirty-two. You saw the Sixties."
"Get out of here. I was just a kid."
"You must remember parts of it. That period of history was just
too special for even a kid to forget it. What do you remember, Harty?
Woodstock? ... The Chicago Convention? ... Peace marches?"
I solemnly shook my head. "'Batman' . . . 'Star Trek' . . .
'Gilligan's Island."'
"I give up." Tiffany lowered her hands like someone dropping a
heavy bag of groceries on the floor. She took short quick steps back to
the table, her spiked heels applauding her along the way. She was
rounding the far side of the table when she stopped. She seemed to
wobble for a moment, like she was about to fall off her shoes. At first,
I thought she was stopping just to collect her notebook and bag. Then
she spun on her heel and raised one index finger. That's when I knew
it was time, once again, for the "You're-Wrong-Harty'' lecture.
"You're wrong, Harty. You're wrong if you think I'm buying
this don't-give-a-shit routine of yours. Even if you don't remember
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~ything about the Sixties or the Vietnam thing, you were an adult
When the war ended." She smiled. "So tell me about that, Harty, what
did you do for the second half of the Seventies? What were your
Causes?"
''We didn't have any."
Tiffany shook her head. "You must have done something. People
still had feelings. They had concerns. They had to care about something."
"All right, Tiffany, you want to know? We danced, Tiffany. We
danced a let. Evetybody pit on \\bite suits, aanked up the Bee Gees and
danced. Everybody danced the whole damn decade away. Who had time
forCauses?Wewerealltoobusy trying to memoriredancesteps.Disco
takes concentration."
Tiffany walked over to the table and picked up her bag and
notebook. "You know, I always try to be honest with you. I don't put
on airs, rm just me. I believe everybody should just relax, be themselves--no pretensions." She picked up her box of Peace and threw it
into the bag. "And I don't know you can't be sincere for even a minute."
"Give me a break. How can you talk about being sincere? You walk
around spouting off about the Sixties and all these Causes and concerns,
but what have you done?"
Tiffany dropped her bundle back on the table. ''What have I done?
What have I done? Well let's start off with South Africa and then we
can talk about 'We Are The World' and Farm Aid--"
"Big deal, so you bought a couple of albums and sent in a few
donations, that's really committing yourself. Send off a few checks
and suddenly you think you're Wonder Woman with a preacher's
license."
"Harty, the only reason you think my feelings are insincere is that
you have no feelings of your own." Tiffany scooped up her shopping
bag and notebook again. "I think you're jealous."
"Yeah, right."
"Yeah, you're jealous. You're jealous because kids my age do care
about something, just like the kids in the Sixties. Your peers apparently didn't care about anything. Makes you feel worthless doesn't it,
Harty? People who sit on the sidelines all their life, have nothing
better to do than run down everyone else."
"Come on, who are you, Miss Activist 1988? Hell, the Sixties
don't really mean anything to you." I pointed at her shopping bag.
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"It's all just an excuse to wear some neat jewelry. If you really had any
guts you'd just rip a hood ornament off a Mercedes, like we used to
do."
"So you remember the Sixties?"
"No, just the cars, the cars and the hood ornaments."
This time Tiffany put her bundle 4own very slowly. "Harly, I'm
too tired to keep talking about this stuff, so why don't we just get on
with our meeting?"
"F'me with me."
"Fine with me too, now what's your idea for a story?"
''Well, it's been a long time since anyone has talked about energy
shortages, so I thought we could interview Dr. Ranker about what the
energy situation is in the world today and maybe--"
Tiffany held up both hands and pushed them against the space
between us. "Stop. Just stop right now, Harty. We're not going to do
any dry story about energy. What do you want to do put our readers to
sleep?"
''What readers?" This was our first assignment in Reporting 101.
"Even if Dr. Blandon thinks it's a good story there's no guarantee
they'll have room for it in the paper. Anyway, what makes you think
it would be a boring story?"
"Harty, if you want to read a story about fossil fuel and tariffs
and import quotas and synthetic fuels, go read a science book. I'm sure
you'll fmd everything you want to know about the subject, but please
don't bore out readers with that crap. I think we should do a story
about real life and real people."
I slapped my forehead. "Oh, how stupid of me to think that energy
has anything at all to do with life."
Maybe I wastoohardonTiffany.lsupposel resented her. I mean,
coming back to college wasn't the best I ever had. There's nothing like
a college campus, full of eighteen year olds, to make you feel over the
hill at thirty two. When I was paired with Tiffany in our Reporting
101 class I wasn't thrilled. It's bad enough working with any eighteen
year old, but an eighteen year old who's full of . . . causes, is intolerable.
"Harly, Harly, you're not listening to me!" Tiffany clapped her
purple acrylic nails in front of my face. "I think you can see why this
story is so great. I already called and set up the interview."
"What interview? What are you talking about?"
"Emma Sandridge. She's eighty-nine years old. She lives down the
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street from Cheryl Priddy's apartment. Cheryl's talked to her before,
the woman was one of the first teachers in the county. We'll get an
article about her career, you know, a human interest kind of thing.''
"That almost sounds good."
"It's more interesting thanyourenergyjunk and since it's already
set up, we can save your story for some other assignment."
"All right, Tiffany, I really don't care anymore. But if this thing
bombs, it's your baby."
"Trust me, this story won't bomb. Tiffany took a half step closer
to me, glanced over her shoulder and whispered. "There's more to this
story than teaching at the tum of the century, Harly." She smiled. "I
have reason to believe the woman is starving."
''Whaaat? What are you talking about?"
"I know it sounds pretty heavy, but I think there's no other way
to put it, the woman is starving."
"I don't believe this."
"Harly, Emma Sandridge needs us. If we expose her story to the
community she can be heli}ed."
I walked away from Tiffany and sat on the edge of the table.
"Look we don't know that she's starving. How can you be sure?"
"Trust me, the woman is starving. A good reporter gets a kind of
instinct about these things."
"Tiffany, I'm not going to that woman's home to ask her if she's
starving just because you have an 'instinct.' What could possibly make
you think she's starv ...."
"Harly, I don't have time to give you all my reasons I'll just tell
you that Cheryl. told me some things, which indicate the woman is
starving. Christ, I'm not asking you to throw food at her. All I want
you to do is come with me and see what happens. If she's not starving,
then we'll talk about her teaching career, okay?"
"Yeah, but why would you ... "
"Harly! Shut up, okay?" Tiffany walked over to my end of the
table and placed her hand on my shoulder. "Harly, I want you to listen
to me, I mean really listen. Starving old people are the Cause of the
Eighties. It's news, big news, and we have a chance to get in on it. Now
for once in your life show some compassion and come with me."
"All right, Tiffany, I'll come, but you're doing all the talking. If
this thing blows up it's going to blow up on you, not me."
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We were seated on the floor in a place Emma Sandridge called her
living room. Water stained the ceiling and walls. The carpet, worn
down to paper, had long ago lost any kind of identifiable color, other
than the brown stains that spotted its surface. A small black and white
television perched on a wooden stool in the middle of the room. About
two feet from the television, Emma Sandridge sat in a maroon overstuffed chair with a large bowl of popcorn on her lap and a stack of
Audubon magazines at her feet. Emma's face was almost aristocratic,
high cheek bones, small thin lips, and sleepy blue eyes. I wondered
how that face got pasted on her crooked little body; it seemed
temporary, as if it was only leasing its space for a time and then would
move on to a more regal frame. Her face just didn'.t seem to fit with the
dingy green robe and its tom belt loop, or the blue fuzzy slippers that
were beginning to molt. Even the hair on her head seemed to be
revolting against that face, straining to fly away in every direction.
Emma scooped up a handful of popcorn, and with her free hand
began placing the kernels in her mouth one at a time, as if they were
some ,kind of rare delicacy. "You know it isn't every day I get
visitors," she paused to chew, her mouth rolling slowly. "So don't
keep me in suspense."
Tiffany was concerned again. I could tell because her mouth kept
twitching like she couldn't make up her mind to smile or frown. She
ended up pursing her lips and looked directly into Emma's eyes.
"Mrs. Sandridge, I am concerned about you. No one should have to
live like this. We're here to help you. We can tell your story to the
world and shame them into action."
Emma stopped chewing her popcorn. "You're going to tell my
story to the world?"
Tiffany closed her eyes and nodded vigorously.
"Now what paper did you say you write for?" Emma asked.
''The Breckinridge State News."
Emma scratched her chin. "You're gonna tell the world my story
with the Breckinridge State News?" She reached into the popcorn
bowl again. "I never knew your paper had such a wide circulation."
Tiffany sighed. "Mrs. Sandridge, once your story is printed in the
paper, I'm sure we can get you all the help you need. There's meals on
wheels, foodstamps, some organizations even locate pets to give to the
elderly for companionship."
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"So you're gonna feed me, turn on my heat and get me a dog, is that
it?" Emma laughed.
"Mrs. Sandridge," Tiffany said, "I know you may have too much
pride to accept charity, but don't think of this as charity, think of it
as a just reward for a long life."
Emma started laughing again. ''Well that sounds really pretty
young lady, but--" She turned and looked at the pack of cigarettes
in my shirt pocket. "Can I borrow a cigarette .young man? I meant to get
some this morning. but I've been too busy." I nodded and handed Emma
my pack of Marlboros. Her hands shook slightly as she lifted a
cigarette from the pack. She leaned forward and started to hand back
the pack, then stopped, took out three more cigarettes, and said, "You
understand."
"Of course," I said, but I had no idea what she meant. The only
thing I really understood was that she managed to rip off three more
cigs.
Emma lit a cigarette, took a deep drag, and squinted at Tiffany.
"Now, I appreciate your concern, but," she paused and rolled her mouth
again. "But I really don't need any help." She chuckled and little bursts
of smoke shot out of her mouth. "I know this place looks like a dump,
but I don't live here, I just rent it out. I'm trying to fix it up so I can get
another tenant." The rolling in her mouth became more pronounced.
"After I get this place fixed up, I'll move back home to ... Florida.
I have a condo there. Emma's hand shot up to her mouth and she winced.
Her hand stayed over her mouth for a moment, and for the first time I
noticed how long and delicate her fingers were--almost elegant. I also
noticed the ring.. It appeared to be a diamond, but looked like something
out of a bubble gum machine. There was something about that ragged
old woman and her glass ring, I don't know, it just seemed to fit.
Emma finally lowered her hand and looked at Tiffany. "You'll
have to excuse me, honey, but my dentures are really bothering me."
Emma reached into her mouth and the sides of her face collapsed as she
withdrew a complete set of dentures and placed them on the arm rest of
her chair. Clearly embarrassed, she kept looking down at her lap and
then back at the dentures, until fmally shed grabbed a white doily and
placed it over the teeth. The doily didn't quite cover the bottom plate
of the dentures, but Emma was satisfied, she leaned back in her chair and
sighed comfortably.
Tiffany stared at the yellow stained lower plated peaking out
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from under the doily. I thought she was going to be concerned again,
but the expression on her face was a new one. She tried to look at Emma
but seemed unable to take her eyes offthe dentures, as iftheywere going
to crawl off the chair and jump into her mouth.
I imagined it as a movie: The Attack of The Monster Doily With
The Terrible UnderlJite. Still, I couldn't make fun of Tiffany, because
I shared her reaction. Those dentures sort of compelled me to look at
them, and at the same time, I tried to act casual like they were a part of
the decor.
Tiffany regained some composure before tdid. She brushed a
strand of hair off her forehead, picked up a pen and smiled at Emma.
''Well, Mrs. Sandridge, uh where were we?"
Emma picked at the popcorn and shrugged. "I was telling you I
have a condo in Florida."
"Yes! Yes, that's right." Tiffany chuckled and stole another
quick glance at the dentures. "Well," she clicked her pen several times,
"uh," sweat beaded above her lip. ''We, that is both of us, uh, Harty
and me, have another reason for talking to you ... and that," she cleared
her throat, "that concerns your teethin--teaching career." I think
Tiffany blushed, with all her make-up it was hard to tell, but her face
did turn kind of muddy. "Anyway, we understand you were one of the
first teachers in the county. Your early career must have been fascinating."
Emma laughed. ''Well, it wasn't much of a career because I quit
after one week."
"What?"
"After one week I got married and quit myjob, so I'm afraid I can't
tell you much about teaching. I think I would have been good at it, but
I never really had the chance to find out."
Emma bummed a couple ofcigarettes from me as we were leaving.
She apologized to Tiffany for not being much of a story, and told us to
come back anytime. When we got into the car, Tiffany exploded.
"I told you, Harty, I told you that woman needed help. God, she
was pathetic." Tiffany started fishing in her purse for the car keys,
slamming pencils, loa;e change, hair pins and candy on the dashboard as
she dug through the bag. "How can someone like that refuse our help?"
I shrugged. "Maybe it was our breath."
''Will you please get serious."
"Okay, maybe it was your breath."
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"Shut up, Harly, okay? Just, for God's sake, shut up!" Tiffany
pulled a baloney sandwich out of her purse, and tossed it on the dash
with all the other debris. She paused, glanced down by her knee and
screamed. "Jesus Christ, the damn keys are in the ignition!" Tiffany
shoveled all the trash on the dash board back into her purse and then
threw the bag into the back seat. She looked at me. "Don't say a word,
Harly, not a word. I'm in no mood for your crap right now."
I folded my hands on my lap. "Okay, fine, I won't talk."
"Good."
''Won't say a word."
"Fine."
"I'll just sit here and not--"
Tiffany grabbed me by the collar and pulled me over so that my
face was just inches from her. She spoke slowly, through clenched
teeth,
"I--swear--I--am--going--to--kill--you--if--you--don't-stop--being--an--ass--hole. Do--you--under--stand--ass--hole?"
I
nodded and she shoved me back to my side of the car. She did seem kind
of worked up so I kept my mouth shut. I wasn't scared or anything, it
was just the polite thing to do. Eventually, she relaxed and rested her
chin on the steering wheel.
"You know this sort of thing shouldn't happen in this country. In
the Sixties this wouldn't happen. In the Sixties people would help her
whether she wanted it or not."
"What? You actually believe someone's rights should be totally
ignored because they aren't living at what you call an acceptable standard?"
"Harly, this isn't about a standard of life this is about life period.
Society steps in all the time. Look at nursing homes, and mental institutions."
"Tiffany, Emma Sandridge is not feeble and she's not crazy."
"No. She's just too damn proud to take the help she needs."
Tiffany started her Datsun and smiled at me. "We'll help that woman
whether she likes it or not."
"Tiffany, if she's too proud to accept charity, we can't embarrass
her by writing some article about how poor she is."
Tiffany started to giggle. "Oh yes we can, but we won't use her
name, we'll keep it anonymous. People can send in donations to a special
account. They do that stuff all the time on television." She began
adjusting her rear view mirror. "Finally, finally we have a chance to
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do something, I mean really do something, for someone in need. Isn't
this neat? It's the power of the press, Hady, and the power of the
people to help each other."
"Let me write that down."
"Forget it, Harty, even you can't get me down now. This will be
great. When we get back on campus, I'll start making calls about establishing that special account. We can't waste any time on this." Tiffany
put the Datsun in reverse and backed the car out of the driveway in front
of Emma's garage. As we pulled away from the house, Tiffany glanced
at her watch. "Ob hell, I've got a sorority meeting in half an hour.
Well, I guess I can start on this stuff tomorrow, unless you .. . "
"Forget it, Tiffany, I don't any part of your Gestapo charity
campaign."
"So, who needs you? You've never done anything worthwhile in
your whole life, why should this be different?"

That night I started thinking about Emma Sandridge. Oh I wasn't
buying Tiffany's crap about the Sixties, but Emma was so pathetic with
those watery blue eyes, and that white hair that went off in every
direction like some kind of loose wiring, and the dentures, and the
popcorn and the house ... Christ, she was like a poster child for social
security. Anyway, so I went to Emma's house.
"I'm sorry, Harty, I just can't accept this." Emma stood in the
doorway and handed back the twenty dollar bill I had given her.
"Mrs. Sandridge, take it. It Will make me feel a lot better."
"But this is silly. I ... "
"Look, maybe you don't need this and maybe you do, I'm not
arguing with you, but can't you take it anyway? If you really don't
need it, then give it to charity or something, I'll only waste it on beer
if I keep it." I held the twenty out in front of her again. "Just accept it
as a favor to me, all right?"
She hesitated, her long fingers just inches from the bill. Finally,
after what seemed like several minutes, she took the bill and carefully
folded it up in her hand. She looked at me and her eyes were watery
again. "You're a good boy, Harty,'' she nodded her head emphatically,
"a good boy."
''Well, Mrs. Sandridge, I can't stay, but I did want to say it was a
real pleasure seeing you today."
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"Thank you, Harly." She smiled. "Oh, by the way, you got any
extra cigarettes?" I gave her the whole pack.
When I walked away from that woman's house, I felt pretty good.
I wasn't gonna change the world, but I did do something for Emma;
even if it was just twenty bucks, it was something. I was about
halfway down the block from Emma's hous~; when Tiffany stepped
out from behind a tree.
"Harly! I was just going over to Cheryl's apartment when I saw
you headed for Emma's. So I thought I'd wait and see what you were
up to."
I smiled. "All right, if you must know, I gave her twenty bucks."
"Harly! God, that's great! I must admit, I never thought you'd
give her money. This shows real growth, Harly, I think you're
catching on to what life's really about." Tiffany glanced behind me.
"Look, Harly, there goes Emma."
I turned and watched ac; Emma walked om cl her house and opened
her garage door. She disappeared inside, an engine started, and a few
moments later, she pulled out of her driveway and headed down the
street in the opposite direction.
Tiffany smiled. "Look, she's probably so excited about having
money, she's gone out to buy some groceries. That's whatcompassion
can do, Harly. That's what I've been talking about for months. That's
what the Sixties was all about. That's--"
"A Mercedes."
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Kim Hamilton

Bev
The Dinner Table, 1971

Alexander

for Jeff Miller
(from a photograph by John Filo)

In the evenings, war
came to us in black
and white from
the portable T.V.
we kept on our kitchen table.
We huddled around it,
our plates heaped
full, fed ourselves
and stared intently at
Vietnamese children
burning naked in the streets
black gaping mouths
with unheard screams.
I watched my father, hunched
forward, silent and absorbed
by the atrocities, never looking
at the beef and potatoes he automatically
moved from plate to mouth.
David Brinkley was handsome
and told the truth.
Cambodia was a place in need of U.S. invasion.
By car,
Kent State was three hours
north of our kitchen.
Via R.CA.,
Kent State was on
our dinner table.
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Near the burned out ROTC building,
on the commons in front of Taylor Hall,
National Guardsmen and
students faced each other like
pawns in a game of human chess,
carefully contemplating each move
until tear-gas and confusion overwhelmed them.

As the guardsmen swept forward,
genuflexed, and fired into the
crowd of long-haired children,
my mother gently tapped my leg
under the table, indicating that
l was putting too much salt
on my peas.
When the smoke cleared, Jeff Miller
and three others lay dead,
their blood running under our
plates, seeping through the formica,
staining our clothes. My father
broke his own rule, and spoke
during the newscast.
''Those Sons of Bitches," he said.
I thought he meant the guardsmen.
He stood, his plate empty and pushed
his chair back into its place.
My mother leaned forward and
turned the dial
as my father went out to mow our lawn-still wearing his dress shoes
and tie.
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Bev
Racial
chi an

Regression
in
an
Launderama
1988

Alexander
Appala-

She walked in carrying
laundry in a cardboard
box. I noticed she was
black and wearing her
husband's University-issued
sweatsuit.
(They breed for athletic prowess you know.)
Caramel skin,
red fleck, freckled
hands and cheeks, I
watched her sort synthetic
clothes into the washers.
From the bottom of the box
she pulled a pair of work gloves,
faded grey,
squirted pre-wash
on stained palms,
kneaded chemicals
with white palmed fingers,
absolving stains.
She scrubbed
(I thought)
with innateness
born from
great-grand-Mammy's
bloody knuckles on
plantation-issued
washboards.
(It sickens me how naturally
I think this thought.)
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She glanced up at me
her eyes spitting hunks of
red Georgia clay that coated
my body and hardened like
bronze.
(Trapping my thoughts of bigotry inside.)
First,
I'm going to blame
my grandmother. (Don't put that money in your mouth ... some
old nigger could have had his hands on it!)
Then,
I'm going to apologize to
Mrs. King
(Another black mother raising father-less
children in the South.)
Your husband is dead.
And for what?
(I still think these thoughts.)
But,
I'll try not
to say
"nigger"
out loud.
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Bev

Alexander

Sunrise As The Line
Of
Demarcation
Phenomenal gray drones through my ears as I hear the door
click and your boots fall like morning
on the stairs.
If daylight caught you in my bed,
would lights flash
and bmzers scream?

Would a new day find you licking wounded
ego and taunt you for falling
prey to "girl tricks" -counting intervals of twenty-eight days?
Is sunrise your line of demarcation
between love and sex?
By the time I hear your
car start, your wetness is nearly
to my knees.
It's all cleaned up by the time you get to the corner-Then,

I crawl over the wet spot
lay on my back,
and think thoughts you'll never hear me say.
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Terry
Reprising

Clarke

Care

Woody Stone, slightly confused and hot, sat on his riding
lawnmower in the parking lot of the Comer Counter Drug Store in the
small mall off Main Street. His flabby back and shoulders hung over
the side of the machine like a sackful of crumbling limestone as he
struggled to fasten the wooden leg onto his stub. A Lincoln, black and
old and longer than they make anymore, pulled up next to him and a
tinted electric window whined and jerked to a stop halfway down.
"Sir! Sir, do you need some help?" Mrs. Metlir called out to him
as though they stood together at a card catalogue. "My sweet jesus,
if it isn't Woodrow Stone. I haven't caught sight of you in three years,
at least.Woodrow! Woodrow Stone, are you all right?" Her voice was
both irritating and helpful, that terrible combination possessed by all
librarians. She licked her finger and smoothed back a set of thickly
blackened eyebrows as she leaned toward him. "If the mow ... the,
the vehicle's down, I'll be happy to phone Michael. He can send one
of the trucks from down at the store."
The muscles in Woody's face appeared wilted from the heat and his
skin had a red, clammy tone as he continued to lean over, working at
the stub. He didn't look up as he spoke. "No, everything's just fine.
I just need to get on home."
The window jerked down farther. "Oh, Woodrow, it's been how
long? I haven't even talked to you since your wife passed away and
that's been, what, five years?" She sighed and continued. "I was glad,
though, to hear that you and Wanna were able to buy back the home
place and care for each other, but that's been, God, I don't know how
long. That used to be such a gorgeous place." She paused and shook her
head. ''Well, but maybe you can still do something with it ... For
God's sake, how is Wanna Ray now?"
Wanna Ray's image drilled up through his mind and he twisted
around to pound his hand into the cardboard box strapped to the mower
by two of his outgrown dress belts. Was it the day for her catheter
change? He had to know before going home. He shoved aside two
small, white prescription sacks and drove his hand deep into a brown
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grocery sack full of Wanna Ray's Twinkies, Pecan Twirls, disposable
sheets and his three cartons of generic cigarettes. No Catheter. He
looked at his watch, its crystal old and cloudy like his eyes. 3:30.
Nurse Marjorie assuredly had completed bathing Wanna Ray, changed
the sheets beneath her and left the house for the day. He imagined
Wanna Ray lying in her mahogany sleigh bed, shaking from her fear
of the Potter boy downstairs and unable to reach the medication on her
night stand.
''Woodrow, are you all right? You must not have heard me. I asked
about Wanna Ray. Oh, rm sure you must remember; we were such dear
friends. In Junior League, we were on nearly every eommittee together.
And that Wanna Ray, imisted on being chairman of e\el)' one of them,
but that's just her nature. Woodrow, you really shouldn't be out in
this heat. You look dreadful. Now, if there's anything at all I can do
...."She paused, scooting over into the passenger side so that her head
stuck out the window. "Since I've got you here, I'll just ask." Her
voice lowered. ''What is wrong with her exactly? I mean we're all
getting old, but exactly ... Oh, I hope it isn't cancer. I've wanted so
badly to just call her up." She sighed and continued.
"But old wounds heal the slowest. The truth is she's too hardheaded to ever admit it, but what I did was right. She did need help then
and you know she did."
Woody pushed himself up to a sitting position and stared at her.
"She's sick, awfully sick and she'd rather me not go into it. And I
have to respect that." He bent back down away from her.
''Well all right then, but now if the truth were known, you don't
look so well yourself. I'm sure you aren't able to do any carpentry
work these days. I guess watching over an invalid's a full time job."
He reached behind the mower and untied a pine wooden leg, with
fine, smooth etchings of a young, bearded man sitting at a table covered
with books, a stethoscope and a pair of glasses. He hurled it at her and
she caught it at the window.
"Here, see for yourself," he said. "Carved eighteen of them since I
lost the leg."
Mrs. Metlir shook her head and exhaled a loud sigh. "Woodrow,
is this your father? Isn't this simply wonderful? And poor, poor
Wanna Ray like a father and mother to both of you for so many years.
I'm so grateful that you're able to reciprocate now when it really
matters."
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Woody could feel Wanna Ray smiling from her bed. It was his
turn, she often reminded, to care for her, "for what comes around, goes
around, and that's just how it is." "Woody," she would say, "I
practically raised you and I haven't enjoyed dying in this bed the last
blank years." The number had recently risen to four.
Mrs. Metlir rested her chin on her arms folded along the bottom
of the window.
"Woodrow, I thought, even afrer high schoo~ that she would
just always keep on caring for you. She always seemed so healthy ...
Are you able to hire any help? I know you must be on a rather fixed
income ... I don't mean to pry, but our families used to be so close, the
club, our dads ..."
Woody interrupted her. "I pay for a nurse to come by an hour a day
and I pay a boy to sit at the house with her when I have to get out."
"Would I know them?"
Woody breathed in the humid heat and the prying words like a
thick mist of warm cinders. he leaned back his head to inhale more
deeply and, becoming dizzy, he reached out in his mind to grab onto the
question she had asked him. Her words swam around his mind like a
school of playful sharks, some coming into sight, others diving beneath the surface. He felt his left eye wander and felt sweat slithering
down his cheeks and along the outside of his jaw bone. Help--he
grabbed onto the word and answered the question, slightly hoarse,
though lucidly enough.
"The help?" he asked. "A nurse named Marjorie Downs and a
Potter boy, I can't think of his first name."
Mrs. Metlir raised from the window and slapped her hand against
her chest. "Thank heavens! At first, I thought you said a Miller boy.
But he's in jail; I'm sure he is. My husband had to take a day off from the
store to testify in court against him."
She covered her mouth with a hand and stared down, mumbling,
"Potter, Potter, a Potter boy, my God, I think it was a Potter boy they
sent off. Lives over on Walnut Street?"
A wave of numbness rolled over Woody, leaving a wide, dull pain
plated along the left side of his head. He started up the mower, its loud,
vibrating clatter shielding him from Mrs. Metlir's words, and he rode
ten yards over to a pay phone.
He hopped onto the pavement and limped into the waist-length
booth, resting his side against its chipped and cracked plastic wall. As
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his line began to ring, he leaned away from the wall and shifted his
weight onto the wooden leg. He noticed a slight wobble and realized
he hadn't been allowed to finish tightening it.
"Wanna Ray," he said, "I'm sorry I'm running so late. Nothing's
wrong, is there? ... Huh, I can't hardly hear you. Talk louder, the
mower's going behind me." He covered his free ear. "OK, Sis. Wanna
Ray, I can't hear you. You still on here?"
He heard her cough. "Woodrow, Wood, a minute please ... There,
Marjorie's closed the door. I'm afraid, Woodrow, that the Potter kid
must go too. Marjorie tells me he's had a girl with him ... Wait, she
says she hears them downstairs just now . . . They're giggling. And
before Marjorie came, I think I heard them up on the stairs.Now, please
hurry home. Marjorie had promised to .stay with me until you returned." He heard her begin to whisper, "You know, on account of the
Potter boy downstairs. But she must go; she has to, so ....."
Woody felt the cold hand land on the back of his neck like a
summer insect, followed by Mrs. Metlir's voice, drilling into his mind
like some over-sized bit attached to a crude, hand-held drill. she was
screaming over the mower.
"Woodrow! Woodrow, are you all right? Oh my, you look
terrible. Here, let me talk for you."
She grabbed the phone and yanked it from him. "Hello. Hello. I
haven't any idea who this is, but this man appears to be very ill. He
shouldn't at all be out in this heat ... Wanna Ray! It's me, Mary Ross,
Mary Ross Metlir. I'd been told you were too ill to speak on the phone.
I've half a notion to drive right over and visit you this very minute ..
. Yes, today ... I beg your pardon. Well, as a friend, I've seen that your
brother is certainly too ill to care for you. He looks like a city street
bum. I expected him to be collecting pop bottles and he tells me he pays
a hardened criminal to sit with you. He isn't capable .. What? If I have
to get a court order, I will. I'll see that ...."
Woody lunged forward, knocking his shoulder against her. The
phone fell and he heard a shrill noise piercing the mower's clamor.
He quickly wobbled back to the mower, threw himself onto the
seat and sliced slowly across Main Street, through two honking,
screeching cars. He made an immediate left turn, then another, trying
to lose Mrs. Metlir, who he feared would stalk him until he returned
home.
Woody turned down DeCaden Street and vibrated along the
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uneven surface of bricks struggling up through the crumbling blacktop. He drove past the white frame houses growing older and smaller
and closer together as he moved down the road. His hands shook with
fear and excitement and the pulse grew stronger in his throat,
remindi~ him cf the feeling he had as a kid after egging cars and running
from the victims of his attack. But now the sensation of chase was
rusty and nearly unbearable. A warm, prickly pain massaged his chest
and his arteries felt clogged and brittle.
Woody tried to control his breathing as he turned onto the
freshly oiled gravels of Walnut Street. He cut off the motor and
coasted into a cloud of shade from an old, weathered beech tree, its
heavy limbs bowing to the pressures of foliage and time. He stared at
the racks of shotgun houses aimed in the direction of their home and
remembered when he and Wanna ray played in this area as children,
before the construction, when the area was only a meadow weaving
throughout the lawns of the few large houses of his early childhood.
Before the subsidized housing went in. Before the wealthy moved
across town to the east end. Wanna Ray's recurring conversation played
in his mind. ''Woodrow," she would say, "it doesn't matter to you, of
course, the tradesman of the family, but when Daddy was alive this
was the most affluent neighborhood in town. And when we're finally
able to buy the house back, the wealthy have moved to the east side
and left us with their poor. They took their grass and they moved."
He thought of the Metlirs, the Mullens and the other families he
barely remembered from his brief brush with the Club, people as
foreign to him now as the neighbOrhood was to the meadow he played
in as a child. The cackling of a crow above him caused Mrs. Metlir's
chase to rise to the top of his mind and he started up the mower. Surely,
he had lost her by now, he thought.
As he bounced back orto Main Street, a cnmer's blue light pierced
the afternoon's bright heat and a siren sounded three short blasts as the
cruiser nearly rammed the back of the mower. Woody coasted to a stop
off the road, across from a Dairy Cheer and a full-service Texaco
station. He covered a nostril, shot a burst of mucous onto the pavement
and inhaled deeply through his nose. "I took the god damn blade off,"
he said before the officer could approach him.
He waited until the officer's pear shadow shaded him before he
fished a nitroglycerin pill from his shirt pocket and jammed it under his
tongue.
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"The blade's off; what's wrong now?" he mumbled as he turned to
face Jake Underwood, Deputy Sheriff, Wareth County.
Jake removed bis hat,tuckeditunderbis arm and forced atoothy,
condescending smile. "A retired carpenter, always worrying about
what's wrong. A wood doctor by heritage," he said. "Now old timer,
who says there's got to be any problem?"
Bending down to tighten the wooden leg, he said, "My rights do.
There better be a problem if you stopped me. Now I've taken the blade
off."
Jake took a step backward. "Oh, it's just a routine thing. Say,
Wood ... Woodrow, how's Wanna Ray doing these days?"
Woody ignored him until he was able to unfasten bis peg. He
lifted it up to the sun, slowly turning it, admiring the smooth wooden
etchings shining out from the light golden oak. He whipped bis head
toward Jake and shook the peg at him. "You call me Woodrow, you
.. . The doctors didn't carve off my name. A man would have enough
guts to still call me Woody."
He brought the peg back above bis eyes, turning it upside down.
Pointing at an etching with bis knuckles, he said, "Look at these
gargoyles; see the design in their winp. And their expressions, they're
the same as the Queen's. Look." He tossed it to Jake. "Here, take it,"
he said. "Catch."
As Jake caught the peg at knee level, Woody said, ''Why you
asking about Wanna Ray? I haven't heard you asking about her for the
last four years. I haven't heard nobody asking about her, but her nurse."
Jake stared at the wood, running bis finger tips gently over the
castle, crown and full moon. "How bad off is she, Wood--Woody, I
mean is she really, what I'm asking is, is it life-threatening? What's
wrong with her, exactly?"
"She's sick, God damn it, old and sick. I ought to know, hadn't I?
She's not been out of the bed in four years, and I've done everything a
man can do for her and I'm ~ sick c:i amwering questiom abo\t her.
And she's not even here to defend herself. If you... ."
"Calm down, Woody,'' Jake said, putting bis hand on his back. "I
only ...."
Woody jerked his shoulder away and stared at him, dared and
frightened like an opossum before a headlight beam. "If you want to
talk about somebody sick, talk about me. My heart's plugged up, my
leg's gone and I've got sugar diabetes."
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Jake inched up closer to Woody. "Are you sure you're all right?
Your face is awfully red and that tremor's awfully bad. I didn't mean
to start nothing. About Wanna Ray, the Potter boy you got working
for you, he's a cruel one, but he's out telling that Wanna Ray's mind-he told my wife's niece that she's healed up now and says he's even seen
her up and walking. But I couldn't listen to him. Comes from a bad
family. Got a brother in the pen."
·
Woody grabbed the wooden leg from him and began fastening it to
his stub. He fastened the straps and spit. ''Wby'd you stop me, Jake;
it didn't have nothing to do with no Potter boy." He leaned back in the
seat and held his chest. He pulled another nitroglycerin pill from
his shirt and nearly bit it from his tongue. "I got to get home, Jake."
"I'll take you, Woody." He was getting worried. "Here let me.. ."
Woody threw up his forearm to block him from touching him. "Just
tell me what I did? And leave Wanna Ray out of it. What is it?" His
breathing was labored and he kept his hand on his chest as if to keep his
heart form exploding out from his ribs.
Jake squatted down next to him. "Oh, it's nothing. Mrs. Metlir
called the station." He looked over both his shoulders before
continuing, "Ask me, she's a rich old busy body. Anyway, she said she
ran into you over by the mall and you ... you weren't, you know,
feeling too good." He paused and bit Im finger before cootinuing. ''You
hire some help, don't you, Woody? I mean there's a nurse there most of
the time?"
"Yes sir, there is," Woody said.
"And when there's not, Woody, you're usually there yourself.
And you feel pretty good yourself. Woody, I'll shoot straight with
you, she wants to get a mental health warrant or get Social Services
involved . . . ."
Woody started the mower. "I'm not on a god-damn trial here. Just
stay out of my business and nobody will get hurt."
Woody turned onto the street. He thought of the Potter boy,
whose face he couldn't place in his mind from the other worthless boys
he had hired and quickly fired. He imagined Mrs. Metlir sitting at the
kitchen table with the Potter boy and a social worker, shaking her
head in disgust and scribbling furiously onto a legal pad.
"Do it myself. Got to do it all myself. Can't even leave the
house,'' he mumbled into the loud heat around him. His wife raised up
from her grave and leaned into his mind, her eye still swollen from the
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tumor. Pain. Sickness. Death. They wrapped around him like some
sticky, suffocating tape. The Potter boy, Mrs. Metlir, damn them all.
The anger lifted up the pain from his chest to his bead where it
dissolved into a fuzzy heat and poured down the left side of his body.
Patting his shirt pocket, he found he had taken all his pills.
At the row of seven weeping willow trees lining their property
boundary, he bounced along the lawn in high gear, weaving through
droopy Russian olive trees and hydrangeas, dodging shapeless
boxwoods and camellias. As he clipped the side of the privet hedge
crowding thesidewalk,hesawa teen-age girl skippingacross the back
yard near their black neighbor's rusted chain link fence. She stopped,
bent over and tore a rose from a small bush growing through the fence.
She placed it between her teeth and began a dance. Woody cut off the
motor, coasted toward her and yelled, "I'm not running a whore house
in here, Missy. There's a sick woman in there and she don't need any
tramps disturbing her. Now get!"
She broke into a sprint along the fence line, keeping her hands next
to her hips to keep her dress from flying up. She stopped, brushed
several longstrandsofhairfromher eyes and said, "She's not that sick.
My mom even says so. Everybody knows you're both crazy." She put
her hand on the top of the fence. "She gets up," she said. "Kenny's even
seen her up today."
"You v.bore!" Woody screamed and she hopped over the fenre and
jogged behind a small metal storage building. Woody pushed his palm
into his chest and leaned up against a black walnut to suck in some
oxygen from the humid heat around him. He pulled out the front of his
shirt pocket and tried to find another nitroglycerin pill, but found none.
He threw open the screen door and walked through the dim foyer
and into the kitchen, his loose peg clicking and dragging across the
black and gray tile. He refused to look at the Potter boy sitting at the
tabl~ eating from a bowl of sugared cereal. The sweetness sickened him
as he pounded across the hardwood floor in the dingy, cluttered living
room.
The peg wobbled and Woody slipped on an Oriental rug, catching
himself between a dusty highboy and a drop leaf table he had made.
An unimportant porcelain piece and a pop bottle shattered together
against the floor. He grunted as he pushed himself back to a balanced
position and he limped over to the cherry cabinet, unfinished on the top
andthe left side. He swung open the doors and counted the wooden le~,
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dangling from rubber pegs inside.
"FIVe oak, three cherry, four mahogany, four walnut and two
pine. Two pine." He screamed, "I've hired one more thieving punk."
He wobbled over to the wall and braced his hand against it,
smearing dirt and sweat across the red, blue and yellow peacocks,
peeking out through the faded green foliage, as he limped to the kitchen
doorway. He grasped the door facing with each hand. His face was a
dull red and his left eye wandered.
"You're fired," he said to the Potter boy. "You're a crook and you
stole my damned peg--the one with my dad's life." He was breathing
hard and fast and his words were rough and choppy. "Get out. Now.
That was my, my favorite ...."
The Potter boy continued to eat from the cereal bowl as he talked,
slurping down the milk between the words. "You left with it this
morning, Mr. Stone. I saw it under your arm when you left."
"Get out now. Anybody that'd steal ... Get out and you, you can
forget about any pay."
Woody swung around on his foot to lean back toward the living
room. Bracing himself along the wall, he made it to the stairwell.
He gripped the banister tightly, dragging himself up to the first
landing, where he scooted a plaster statuette from the front of an oval
cabinet built into the wall. He nearly smiled as the satisfaction spun
about his dizziness.
"You were right, Wanna Ray," he yelled. "He was up here this
morning. The punk sprung the trap. I hid three packages ofTwinkies
up here this morning. That's where they've been going. That's five this
...."Pain sprayed throughout his chest and he heard Wanna Ray yell
from her bed, "I knew I heard him this morning. All those boys will
steal if you give them a chance. That's how many?"
Woody was becoming dizzy. He looked down the stairs and saw
the Potter boy, at a distance that seemed a hundred yards away. His fist
was clinched at his side and he was yelling.
"You crazy old fool, you better pay me. I've got better stuff to do
with my time than sit around and listen for an old, crazy woman to

die."
Woody leaned his shoulder up against the wall to keep the
stairwell from moving. His vision was fading into a deeper blur and the
staircase felt like an escalator moving sideways. The pain wrapped
tightly around him, beginning at his waist and squeezing out through
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the roots of his hair. He weaved forward and slapped toward the
:banister but missed it. He hooked his elbow into the oval cabinet to
balance himself, knocking over the statuette. The Potter boy's voice,
while growing louder, grew more distant.
"And she ain't as sick as you say. I'm sick of pretending she is. I've
even seen her up and walking today, on the staircase. She's been getting
into your stupid lunch cakes; I've seen her. She's just as crazy as ...."
''Woodrow, quick, he's ...."
The two voices merged together with little individual quality of
their own. The pain began to melt back down his head, hardening
around his consciousness as it spread. Only individual words were able
to chip through the pain, meaningless words and sounds. "Leaving,"
"Hell," ''Wrong," "Pills," "Careful." An unintelligible heavy
word carved through, followed by a slamming noise. Has the Potter
boy left? Had Mrs. Metlir come? Woody tried to move, shift his
weight, so he could maintain some sort of balance. He felt his peg twist
off to the side, then felt thud, and another. A sliding sensation
followed.
Woody stared at wood, long planks of shiny, chipped pine,
crammed together, and a round silver object that focused into a dime. He
lay face down, his pulse feeling as though it moved in bursts across the
floor. It beat harder, faster. It seemed to beat throughout the walls,
up the sheet rock, across the paneling and wallpaper. He thought the
whole house beat violently and his pain pulsated throughout the
foundation, spreading over the lawn, the hedges, out to the weeping
willows.
He tried to control his breathing andas a briefshade of relief spread
over him, Wanna Ray's voice bored through. ''Woodrow! Woodrow,
if you intend to catch me in a trap, so help me ... Woodrow, if this is
a trap .... This isn't at all funny. If you're testing ...." He thought
he heard the stairs falling down on him. The dime slowly faded out
of his vision and the planks of wood dimmed into darkness.

Woody knew he was on his back and could feel some sense of
comfort. He felt as though he had been in that position for a
considerable amount of time, though it was impossible for him to
gauge. Ten minutes? A year? A week? He couldn't know. And words
had begun to flow into his head from somewhere around him, like
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winter snow melting into a cave.
The words flowing in and out connected together in odd
combinations and nestled into incongruous places. Streams and rivers
and rain somehow connected with candles, knives and a woman he
thought was his wife. Hands, dozens of hands, of all shapes and sizes
and colors, filled a giant steel cabinet.
Scenes flashed before him, scenes he was unable to determine were
happening at that moment or were only distorted re-creations of
damaged memories. A fish in flight, circling a dying cat. Wanna Ray
bent over him, taking his blood pressure. Incongruous events. When
the scenes became too vivid, he pushed his way through the crowded
nonsense, the spliced memories and merged symbols, searching for the
comfort symbol, an endless oak piece on which was etched an orderly
depiction of his life. He tried hard to imagine Wanna Ray in bed and he
over her, the way things made sense, were supposed to be.
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Peggy
Mercy

Killing

We found the dog crouched
behind the toolshed,
in the lettuce garden.
It was licking
the twisted wound
that only minutes before
had been its leg,
and when it touched
a nerve, it sighed
and shook all over.
My father came with his
gun, and when I asked
him why, he said
that if a thing
is hurt past healing,
we must kill it.
"What if you miss," I asked,
"and only hurt it more?"
"I won't," he said, raising
the rifle slowly
to his shoulder. He
shot twice through the reddish fur
of its head, not even
telling me to look away
or go inside. He buried my dog
where we planted
lettuce every spring,
walked back to the house, wiping
sweat from his forehead.
That summer, when the lettuce came,
we ate it, wilting
the green leaves
with hot grease and vinegar.
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Peggy
Nightcrawlers
Sometimes at night, after a rain, my sister
and I would sneak outside, still wearing
our thin white summer nightgowns, still
barefoot. We would squish through the muddy'
yard with flashlights squeezed tightly
in our fingers. We shined the lights in lines
around the house, looking for nightcrawlers
that had tentatively pushed from their tunnels.
You had to be fast, and we were, our small pink
hands darting at the shiny bodies that protruded
halfway from the ground. Our hands were like lovers,
pulling those soft bodies always closer, stroking
them a segment at a time toward us. Like lovers,
we learned not to pull too hard or too fast, or you
would be left holding the half that would die,
the other half retreating to the darkness to regenerate.
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Peggy
Summer

You had no joy in it; still
you would have me jump
from the barn loft,
and called me "baby''
when I wouldn't,
then "baby'' you would say
pressing sweaty kisses on my
shoulders, on my mouth.
I never even thought
about breaking my
legs, did not imagine
that falling from such a
height could be dangerous;
I just dangled my feet, blurring
the trees with my tears
into a whorl
of green. I hated you then,
just as I hated the ground
for being there.
It was as if you were always saying,
"die for me,"
dragging me up to the loft
every day that summer, pressing
love words on me with your
hands, always pushing me
toward some edge.
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